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WILLIE BROWN
SUPPORTS
STUDENT ON
HASTINGS
BOARD

Unique issues faced by
women in the law are
addressed in new column.
. .. see page 9.

Willie Brown calls for
student on Board of Directors and full disclosure of controversies.
. . . see page 1.

Curiosity Killed the Cat
makes Atlantic crossing;
Spuntino delights the
taste buds.
see page 7 .

by James P. Ballantine

Staff political writer
Hastings students were
called upon to put their legal
training to work in public service by California Assembly
Speaker, University of California Regent, and Hastings alumnus Willie Brown, during his
most recent visit to his alma
mater. Brown spoke to a full
audience of students in the
Louis B. Mayer Student Lounge
on Thursday, September 24 for
a lecture sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta. Willie Lewis Brown,
Jr., who is perhaps one of Hastings' most prestigious alumni,
graduated from Hastings in
1958 and is a member of Phi Alpha Delta.
In addition to giving a very
personal account of his life as a
public figure, Brown provided
bold commentary on issues
ranging from local to national
significance. Among other
things, he stated his adamant
opposition to the confirmation
of Robert Bork as Supreme
Court justice, called for the replacement of most of the members of the Hastings Board of
Directors, and supported the
addition of a student to the
board.
Steve Bolen, President of Phi
Alpha Delta, introduced the
Speaker as a "speaker who
needed no introduction," noting
that in addition to being leader
of the California Assembly,
Brown has also been active in
national Democratic politics .
Brown thanked Bolen for his
"generous" introduction, saying
that it was better than those
which the Pope received during
his recent visit to San FranCISco, when he was merely introduced as "The Pope."
Speaking on the controversies
currently surrounding the operation of the Hastings Board of
Directors and their plans for
development of the "West
Block" properties, Brown commented that even he was a student, Hastings was "trying to
take over the neighborhood." He
said that Hastings had an obligation to prOVIde alternative
residential or commercial facilities to any people relocated by
real estate development projects. He castigated the Hastings Board for the manner in
which restricted scholarship
funds were used to purchase
the West Block real estate and
said that for this conduct "most
of the members should be replaced." Brown voiced strong
support to a recommendation
by ASH President Ellen Schned
that a student representative
sit on the Board, and indicated
his willingness to sponsor legcontinued on page 13
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Divided Board re-elects Dobbs
by Chris Palermo

Editor-in-chief
In a sharply divided vote, San
Francisco attorney Harold
Dobbs was re-elected Chairman
of the Board of Directors at its
meeting held Sept. 25, but the
future unity of the Board remains doubtful.

Dobbs, who has held the
chairmanship for several years,
met opposition from Director
Myron "Doc" Etienne, who was
unanimously re-elected ViceChairman after losing his bid
for the chairmanship. Voting
with Etienne were three other
Directors, including Serranus
C. Hasting!;' grandson Jan Lewenhaupt, John Sproul, and Jo-

In Tobriner lecture,
Black calls for more
independent judiciary
by James P. Ballantine

Staff political writer
On the first Monday of October of the ConstitutIOnal Bicentennial, the U.S. Supreme
Court convened Its 1987-88
term one justice short, and Barbara Aronstem Black, Dean of
the Columbia Law School, delivered the fifth annual 'lbbriner lecture at Hastings.
Monday, October 5th had the
further distinction of being the
hottest day in the recorded history of the city of San Francisco.
Reflections on JudiCIal Independence in a Bicentennial Year
was the topic of Dean Black's
address, which was one in a series of annual lectures established in 1982, in memory of
Justice Matthew O. Tobriner.
Justice Tobriner wa appointed
to the California Supreme
Court by Governor Pat Brown,
and was a member of the Hastings faculty. Dean Black joins
a distinguil;hed list of legal
scholars who have been selected
to present the Tobriner lecture.
Launching the august event,
Hastings Dean Daniel Lathrope welcomed the host of prestigious guests attending the
lecture ; attorney Gerald B.
Marcus, a creator and supporter of the 'lbbriner lectureship,
recounted that the purpose of
the lectureship was to contmue

seph W. Cotchett. These four
Directors bitterly opposed
Dobbs' efforts to unseat and
prosecute former Dean Bert S.
Prunty, who was accused of
mismanaging College funds
last spring.
Voting for Dobbs were Directors Charlene Mitchell, Ralph
Abascal, Kneeland Lobner,
James Mahoney, and John
Knox.
In other action during the
four-hour meeting, the Board:
o
Approved an increase 10
student tuition and fees for the
1988-89 school year.
o
Decided to study the feasibility of revamping the mothballed KGO building located
behind the 198 building as an
alternate office structure
should the West Block prove impossible to develop.
o
Approved expenditures of
$14.6 million for the current fiscal year, including a staff salary
increase effective January 1.
o
Sent a $15 million 1988-89
budget request to the legislature, asking for an across-theboard salary increase and
$130,000 in computer equipment for the library.
o
Heard reports from standing committees on development,
scholarships, and educational
policy.

showing large expenditures for
a telephone system, building
space studies, and attorneys
fees incurred in the College's
ongoing legal battle with Gary
Michael Coutin.
o
Listened to ASH President
Ellen Schned present a package
of recommendations and requests from students.
o
Met in closed session to
consider new contracts for Kerley and special advisor Roger
Hardy.
Dobbs election marred by
dispute
The 6-4 vote electing Dobbs
came after an extended debate
in which Board members supporting Dobbs attempted to
produce meeting minutes showing that Etienne had been appomted for only eight years
instead of the customary 12
years. The difference, if correct,
would mean that Etienne's
term as Director expired ｴｨｩｾ＠
year.
However, minority members
pressed the issue, prompting
Gencral Counsel and Board
Secretary Max JamIson to produce a chart purporting to list
all Board members and their
terms. The chart bore handwritten changes which Jamison
later admitted that he madc.
The Board finally tabled the issue untl! the next meeting, deciding that an error had been
made sometime in the past and
the true term could not be
continued on page 15

Justice Tobriner's scholarly efforts "to strive to create a fair
and just society;" and Judge
Robert F. Peckham, another
creator and supporter of the
lectureship, introduced Dean
Black.
A legal historian, Dean Black
received her LL.B from Columbia and a Ph.D. in history from
Yale. Her primary areas of
scholarly endeavor are American colonial law and contract
law. She joined the ColumbIa
faculty in 1984.
Dean Black's rich senge of legal history was manifest
o
Received an update on the
throughout her examination of
the development of the concept search for a new dean.
o
Reviewed a report by Chief
of judicial independence in
American law. In this analysis, Financial Officer Robert Kerley
Black noted that Judicial mdependence has evolved into a
term of art in American jurisprudence, having come to mean
'judicial immunity of control by
"the executive or legislature"
and from popular control.
Article III, §1 of the U.S.
Constitution establishes that
federal judges "shall hold their
Offices during good Behavior"
and shall receive compensation
"which shall not be diminished
during their Continuance in Office." Dean Black stated that in
addition to these two structural
safeguards, tenure and a fixed
salary, judIcial independence
"is a many splendored thing."
She proceeded to identify var- Board of Directors member John Sproul expressed concern over
continued on page 12 reelection of Chairman Harold Dobbs at Sept. 25 board meeting.
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ASH funds organizations after marathon debate
Compiled by Chris
Palermo
Editor-in-chief
Meeting of Sept. 14
The meeting convened at 5:49
p.m. and adjourned at 7 p.m.
Secretary Susan Burns reported that attendance procedures had been placed in effect
and council members absent 3
consecutive times, or five times
in one semester, would be ejected from the council upon one
warning and a subsequent
breach.
The Third Year Committee
reported its recommendations
for commencement speaker,
based on 330 votes. The list was
passed on to the Board of Directors which removed several
names from it, including David
Letterman, Rose Bird, Pee Wee
Herman, Robert Bork , and
Gary Hart.
First-year representative
David Anderson moved that the

council grant President Ellen
Schned the power to limit the
length of debate of motions on
the floor of the council. Rudy
Kraft spoke in opposition to the
motion, noting that the power
could be used to silence controversial speakers, and that no
provision was made to guarantee hearing of different views.
The motion carried with two
council members voting no.
The council then heard from
a representative of BLSA who
requested $1267 to fund operating costs of BLSA and to defray costs for Gospel Night.
Matt Davis spoke in favor of
funding the full amount. After
vociferous debate, the council
voted to spend $226 on the
evep.t.
The council then authorized
forming a committee to investigate the purchase of a computer
system for the ASH offices, and
allocated up to $2500 for the
machine.
Matt Davis described loan

forgiveness programs, a process
by which leading law schools
make loan payments for students who enter public-interest
jobs. Davis said that he was in
the process of preparing a proposal on this issue for the
Board of directors, and requested $50 to buy a manual on public interest law groups to assist
his research. The motion carried without opposition.
Ellen Schned moved to form
a committee to invesigate the
purchase of a public address
system and to spend up to
$3000 on the equipment. The
goal of the project is to eliminate payments to the Office of
Student Services for equipment
rental. Since the meeting had
been in session for nearly an
hour and everyone was restless,
the motion was tabled, 17 to 5.
Meeting of Sept. 28
The meeting convened at 6
p.m. and no roll cal] was taken.
Treasurer Leora Goren requested that ASH spend $300

ASH closely 'Working on
critical student concerns
ASH President
Representation of your interests is the primary goal of the
ASH council. I am aware of the

A first-year member of the
ASH council asked why the finance committee had developed
these guidelines on its own
without consulting with the
council. Goren said that she
considered the failure to consult
an oversight, but noted that the
criteria were debated in depth
by the finance committee.

The council first considered
the request of the Law News.
During the weekend committee
review session, ASH proposed
purchasing a desktop publishing computer system as a way
to eliminate high typesetting
costs from the Law News budget. Upon motion duly passed,
the council decided to create a
committee to study the feasibility of such a purchase. Meanwhile, the council allocated
$1000 in temporary operating
funds to the Law News.
_

Letter jam the Board

President writes

by Ellen Schned

to partially pay for the firstyear picnic, as required by the
Office of Student Services. The
request carried without opposition.
Since the main purpose of the
meeting was to review the Finance Committee's recommendations for funding student
organizations, Goren then described the criteria used by the
committee to develop its recommendations.
The committee decided uniformly not to allocate funds for
honoraria, food at meetings, or
for members-only functions.
Other factors affecting the committee's review of organization
budget requests included the
number of members in the organization, whether the administration ought to pay for the
requested item, whether the activity included community service, and attendance at past
events.

strong mandate for a gymnasium and we have been negotiating with the Board of
Directors, Alumni Association,
and city officials since last April
to build a gym in the basement

of McAllister Tower.
Since then, over $50,000 has
been raised by the 1066 Foundation and various donors for
this project. Unfortunately, a
conflict has arisen over the
space in which the gym would
be located. For several years,
Hastings has been negotiating
with the city to build a "Great
Ha1\" for concerts and theatre
productions in the old cathedral
located in the Tower. The project would be partially funded
through the city Hotel Tax
fund.
While the gym would not interfere with the Great Hall itself, the city would also like to
build an experimental theatre,
known as a "black box" theatre,
in the basement where the gym
could be located.
We presented to the Board
petitions signed by approximately 70% of the student body.
In response, the Board adopted
a resolution to proceed with the
Great Hall project only to the
extent that it does not conflict
with the gymnasium.

by Charlene Padovani

Mitchell
Director
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I welcome the returning students to another year at
Hastings and the first year students to what promises to be a
challenging and rewarding time
of your life.
I have been on the Board of
Directors for approximately one
year now and have found this
experience to also be both challenging and rewarding, but
from an obviously different perspective than that as a student
at Hastings. You may be interested to know that the present
Board is composed of ten persons (with one vacancy). Harold
S. Dobbs is Chairperson. The
other members include Ralph
Santiago Abascal, Joseph W.
Cotchett, John T. Knox, Jan
Lewenhaupt, Kneeland H. Lobner, James E. Mahoney, John A.
Sproul and myself. All of the
members of the Board are attorneys, with the exception of
Jan Lewenhaupt, who is a direct descendant of Serranus
Clinton Hastings, the Founder
of our school. Of the lawyer
members, all are graduates of
Hastings, with the exception of
John Sproul who attended our
sister school across the bay,
Boalt Hall.

Building on this support by
the Board, ASH Director of Arts
& Recreation Frank Watson
As members of the Boa,d, we
joined Community Relations have the responsibility of meetDirector Bob Irwin and myself ing the present needs of the
to meet with the city tax fund school, while at the same time
administrators to present Has- planning for the future. As stu·
tings' position.
dents of the school {and proWe took a hardline approach, . spective alumni}, you are
Great Hall located in McAllister Tower is spacious and airy, but
will need major renovation work. Gym may be built in basement clearly stating that students,
understandably concerned with
below.
continued on page 5
many, if not all, of the issues

which come before the Board.
Your ASH representatives (and
in particular, ASH President
Ellen Schned) have been effective in presenting your collective student views on various
issues. For example, the Board
realizes the importance of the
proposed gym project to the
students and has now actively
involved ASH in trying to find
a solution that will both allow
the gym to be established and
preserve the ability to develop
the Great Hall into a Performing 'Arts Center. Another area
where expressed student interest has had an influence is with
the Permanent Dean Search
Committee. ThIS committee is
presently composed of members
from the Board and from the
faculty. The Committee's sole
purpose is to implement a nationwide search for appropriate
candidates and to refer those
candidates to the faculty for its
consideration. The faculty is
vested with the authority and
responsibility to select the final
candidate or candidates for the
position of permanent dean and
then to pass that recommendation on to the Board for its final
approval. The Permanent Dean
Search Committee is currently
in the process of considering
how best to implement ASH involvement in the search for a
permanent dean.
I sincerely appreciate this opportunity to communicate with
all of Hastings' students
through your newspaper; and I
know that I speak for all of the
members o( the Board in stating that we are very pleased to
be working with you through
your ASH representatives.
_
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PROFESSOR RICHARD WYDICK
(UC-Davis, Co-author of Problems in Legal Ethics; West Publishing)

ON YOUR FACULTY IS
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILI'I'YI
Enroll in BAR/BRI now, Save $150 off your BAR/BRI Bar Review
Course Price and receive FREE preparation
for the Multistate Professional Responsibility Exam
featuring:
1.) Complete 3 1/2 hour lecture by
PROFESSOR RICHARD WYDICK,
2.) Professional Responsibility Outline which includes,
inter alia,
a. 124 pages of reference material
b. 100 objective practice exam questions, and
c. a complete ABA Code of Professional Responsibility,
ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct,
and ABA Code of Judicial Conduct.
3.) Two complete simulated (50 questions each) Professional
Responsibility exams.
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News Analysis

S.E Mayoral candidates
address criminal justice
by James P. Ballantine
Staff political writer
Adding an air of levity to
what otherwise would have
been a very serious and mundane debate on criminal justice
issues among S,F. mayoral candidates, Warren Hinkle took
part in the debate with two of
the leading candidates. Hinkle
joined Art Agnos and Roger
Boas in examining issues ranging from the causes of crime to
alternatives to jailing, in an attempt to elucidate what they
would do to improve the wheels
of the criminal justice system if
successful in their respective
campaigns for mayor.
The event, which was held
over cocktails at the Warehouse
restaurant on September 15,
was sponsored by the Northern
California Service League, and
other associations of attorneys
interested in the operation of
the criminal justice system.
Nancy Walker, President of the
San Francisco Board of Supervisors, moderated the debate.
Originally scheduled to appear m the debate were the
three leading candidates in the
race, Agnos, Boas, and John
Molinari. Molinari was absent
due to a case of laryngitis, a

President writes
continued from page 2
while not necessarily opposed
to the Great Hall project, would
rather have a gymnasium than
an experimental theatre In the
basement area. The city took an
equally hardline approach,
stating that the whole project
may fail through unless the city
is able to build the black box
theatre.
I urged the Board at Its Sept.
25 meeting to remain firmly
committed to building the gym.
The Board r'econfirmed its position to allow the city to proceed with the Great Hall only in
deference to the gym. It also requested that the city submit a
firm proposal if it in fact intends to proceed with the proj
eet.
We are examining other areas
in the Tower for possible use for
either the theatre or the Black
Box. Hopefully a compromise
can be reached whereby both
the city and students are able
to benefit.
Improved communications with the Board
Another goal I have for ASH
this year is to increase communications between the Board,
faculty, administration, and
students, The Board is forming
a student relations committee,

dreaded, but common ailment
among politicians. At the time
of the debate, polls mdicated
that the frontrunner of the race
was Molinari, a longtime member of the San Francisco Board
of Supervisors. That position
has since been claimed by Agnos. Agnos has been a member
of the California Assembly
since 1976, and represents the
district in which Hastings is located, Roger Boas, who served
as Chief Administrative Officer
of San Francisco from 1977 to
1986, has consistently run third
in polls.
Hinkle, a columnist from the
San Francisco Examiner on
leave to run for mayor, is one of
the several "fringe" candidates
who poll significantly below the
three leading candidates, Hinck1e, a rotund man who wears a
patch over one eye, showed up
at the Warehouse with his dog,
and took advantage of Molinari's absence to take the stage
with Agnos and Boas.
Hinkle immediately established his expertise in the operation of The City's criminal
justice system by noting that he
and his dog have "contributed
to the problem of jail overcrowding." While the other two candidates recommended relatively
mainstream approaches for

sol vlng particular problems
with the criminal justice system, Hinkle took a more radical
and systemic approach,
The whole criminal justice
system is "political" and
"stinks," Hinkle declared. He
went on to claim that an inordinate number of people who
are not guilty get "screwed
over" by the system, Hinkle

headed by Director Charlene
Mitchell, to hear our concerns
and obtain our opinIOns. The
Board meetings are open and as
ASH President, I attend each
meeting.
At the Sept. 25 Board meeting, I requested that the Board
make a detailed and forthright
statement to students regardIng the status of the West Block
properties and scholarship
funds. The Board and the state
attorney general are negotiatIng the best method of repayment of the scholarship funds
The office of the attorney general assured us last May that
the debt would in no way be rep81d by current student funds.
Student organization budgeting
The ASH council, after 4V2
hours of debate, modified and
approved recommendations
submitted by the ASH Finance
Committee to allocate $21,000
to campus organizations. Special commendations go to the
Finance Committee and its director, Leora Goren. The committee worked over 20 hours to
determine the most equitable
means of distributing budget
funds.
Search for a new dean
A national search will be conducted this year for a new dean.
Both the Board and the Faculty

Executive Committee gave assurances to me that we will
have input in the decision. The
level of student involvement has
not yet been determined , Negotiations have been gomg on
since July to place a student on
the search committee, which is
currently composed of three fac-

found that the problem of jail
overcrowding was caused by an
enormous overbooking of people
who should not be there. He indicated that the police had inappropriately and unfairly
treated the problem of the
homeless as a police problem,
He further noted that there IS
no constituency effectively representing the homeless in the
local political process, and that
a commitment to the homeless
must come from the mayor's office,
Hinkle accused current San
FranCISco Mayor Diane Feinstein of "looting the city" in reference to the city's huge
projected budget deficit. He also
cited a study done by Hastings
College of the Law which he
claimed found that the city
"spends a huge amount of moneyon prostitution" (presumably
he meant the control of It), and
suggested that much of this
money could be better spent in
other parts of the criminal systpm .

Hinkle provoked a particularly enthusiastic response
from much of the audience
which was decisively biased toward the defense, rather than
the prosecution, of individuals
accused of committing crimes.
Also receiving a fairly warm
response from the audience was
Art Agnos. Agnos agreed with
Hinkle that the detoxificatIOn
function (the detention of inebriated individuals) should be
taken out of the police system,
"so that people like Warren
(Hinkle) wouldn't have to go
through it."
Agnos stressed a policy of using the office of mayor to "build
coalitions ... and a policy of

consensus" by involving various
groups in the policy-making
process. He noted that San
Francisco had to develop "flexible alternatives" to jailing and
that the city needs to be "more
smart" in utilizing its resources. He asserted that the
past "piecemeal approach" to
the criminal justice system
needs to be replaced by utilizing committees composed of
knowledgeable groups and individuals.
Regarding the homelessness,
Agnos stated that a lot of money has already been spent, but
that the city "has not gotten its
money's worth." He indicated
that it was necessary to respond to the "causes" of homelessness and to actually bring
people to places designed for rehabilitation,
Boas, reflecting on hiS expeTlence as past City Administrator, stressed a managerial
approach to the cTlminal justice
system He Indicated that it
was necessary to increase the
number of Jail cells and reduce
the holding time of prisoners in
response to jail overcrowding.
He also pointed toward a better
coordination among all departments involved in the criminal
Justice system, in order to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. In response to fiscal
constraints, he recommended
evaluating all programs and establishing pTlorilies among
them He stated that homelessness was not a pohce problem.
and that more federal funds for
more s helter was necessary.
Summarizing, Boas said that
enforcement of the law needed
to be done "properly and compassionately" in San Francisco.
MR. CLEAN
(AIRLINE CLEA,'1ERS)

ulty members and two Board
members.
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Movie review

Views

• Reviews

•

No WInners
by C. J. Gorham
Potentially a winner, "Ping
Pong" forfeits the game after a
few skillful shots. The film portrays a Westernized Chinese
girl thrown into the world of her
ancestry. In the course of events
she rediscovers her roots, meets
boy, discovers more roots, loses
boy, discovers still more roots,
wins boy back and all the while
makes a living as a "law clerk."
Mixing realism and expressionism can produce an entertaining, fascinating and visually
stimulating film. However, director Po Chih Leong combines
too many disparate techniques
in the film, resulting in a mesh
of long-drawn-out sequences
with a few excellent scenes in
between.
Sam Wong, a rich and highly
respected businessman in Lon-

•

ill

Features

this Ping Pong match

don's Chinatown, passes away
and leaves a demanding and
cunningly enlightened will. In
order to receive their inheritance, Sam's beneficiaries must
meet certain conditions; they
must discover and learn about
the culture from which they
hide. For Sam's children this
means rediscovering their
Chinese ancestry. For Sam's
life-long friend, Mr. Chen, a delightful and lovable character
played by Robert Lee, this
means venturing out from his
protective Chinatown.
Chosen by Sam because of
her Chinese ancestry, Elaine
Choi (Lucy Sheen) must administer Sam's will. Though born
in China, Elaine's thick cockney
accent and westernized lifestyle
hides any trace of her native
land. The opening scenes of a
traditional Chinese wake and a
wide-eyed non-Chinese speak-

Poetry Corner
200 Years
Constitutional Fundamentalists
thump the parchment
with numbed fingers,
peering relentlessly
at a document
perceived frozen in time,
.
picking the brains of the long dead,
typing the rights of our children
to an archeological exercise
of uncertain value.
We are the guardians
of a legacy
most don't understand.
For while the present usually
lives from the past,
it has now been severed
by a culture which does
not read .
It is a gift
to humanity, I believe
in its fluid form
expanding to embrace
the legions once ignored,
inlaid, generation
upon generation
like the surface
of a master painting.
A static Constitution
is a clock without a face,
a digital reading
of isolated principles
beamed
through electronic
truth
into eerie
tunnels of abstraction,
never reaching
the surface of life.
Copyright 1987 Diane C. Graydon

Games • Diversions

ing Elaine foreshadow the inevitable clash that occurs when
two different cultures mix.
As each heir learns the conditions of the will, a battle
rages between Sam's last wishes and his children's stubborn
and rebellious ways. Mike (David Yip), Sam's oldest son, must
run Sam's restaurant in the
traditional Chinese way. "G.Q."
Mike ends up running a fashionable, hip restaurant, because he knows absolutely
nothing about a "traditional
Chinese restaurant."
The story bounces back and
forth, tossing Elaine into the
heart of Chinatown and her
heritage and then back into the
busy Westernized culture she
knows best. Perhaps it bounces
around too much, never staying
in one place long enough the
achieve any depth.
All of the characters, except
Mr. Chen, seem stifled and flat.
Newcomer Lucy Sheen as
Elaine awkwardly carries a cigaret throughout the film, using an old stand-by that
directors give their actors when
actors cannot think of anything
else to do with their hands.
Emotionless and forced, Sheen
needed to act a bit less.
The highlight of the film features Mr. Chen's adventure out
of Chinatown. Sam willed Chen
a farm on the condition that
Chen must visit the farm once
a year. Having jumped off "the
boat" in the thirties, Sam and
Chen made their way to London's Chinatown. Once there,

Alan Wong (Ric Young) and his wife (Victoria Wicks) symbolize the
clash of cultures faced by Sam Wong's family in "Ping Pong."

however, Chen never ventures
forth. Mter registering Chen
for citizenship, Elaine takes
Mr. Chen out to see, for the first
time, the sights of London that
he recognizes from the numerous postcards he has collected
over the past decades.
During Mr. Chen's ventures,
director Leong along with Nick
Knowland, Director of Photography, skillfully manipulate
light, color and the frame resulting in some beautifully photographed transitional scenes.
Unfortunately, too many techniques and varied camera angles also results in a disjointed
movie. The film wants to be
both a Hollywood feature and
an art film, and is successful at
neither.
Of course, there is the proverbial love interest between

Elaine and Mike, as well as the
omnipresent Chinese underground represented by the bodyguards of Sam's son-in-law.
A motif recurring throughout
the film is the "Woman Warrior" who conquers all, surviving on her own strength and
will. As Elaine rediscovers her
ancestry, she also learns to
draw upon her own inner
strength. In the end, everyone
accepts the traditional Chinese
culture that they were once so
afraid to be a part of.
Overall, "Ping Pong" deals
with too many underlying
themes, confusing sequences
and characters and ultimately
loses the viewer in a daze. But
at least Elaine obtains all the
signatures she requires to execute the will. Hopefully, her
next assignment will be dearer
and less self-examining.
_

Benches and tables are the latest rage on the beach, attracting
students and Indian summer sun-worshippers alike.
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Metheny ventures
further into fusion with
"Still Life (Talking)"
by Michael Cox
For the past four years, guitarist Pat Metheney has been
somewhat of an enigma. In
1984 with the album Rejo£cing,
and again in 1986 with Song X,
Metheny explored harmolodics,
a complex form of theoretical
jazz which is mainly associated
with its creator Ornette Coleman.
In addition to his harmolodic
ventures, Metheny has continued to play the sophisticated
jazz fusion which first brought
him acclaim, and for which he
is best known. These works include such albums as American
Garage, Travels, the Grammy
award winning O/framp, and
his latest release Still Life
(Talking). Though there is
nothing innovative about Still
Life (Talking), the album for
the most part is technically superb.

Lyle Mays, one of the best
keyboard players in jazz fusion
and Metheny's long-time partner in his fusion works, once
again accompanies Metheny in
this newest venture. Mays has
played with Metheny for so long
that that he can anticipate both
what Metheny is going to do
and what Metheny expects of
him.
The rhythm section includes
bassist Steve Rodby, who has
also played previously with
Metheny, and drummer Paul
Wertico. They playa minor role
on the album. For the most part
they merely provide a background for Metheny and Mays.
Vocalists David Blamires and
Mark Ledford do not sing on
this album, but harmonize note
for note with lines laid down by
Metheny and Mays. Sometimes
this technique works well, but
at other times (especially during the first minutes of the
opening selection) this vocal i-

zation is excessive and abrasive.
The last member of this
group is percussionist Armando
Marcal. Nana Vascancellos was
Metheny's previous percussion
player, and he left some big
shoes to fill. Marcal not only
does this, but he, along with
Metheny, are the stars of the album. When a selection works
well, Marcal's percussion is in
the thick of it. Conversely, on
the tunes that are not up to par,
Marcal fades mto a merely supporting, or even nonexistent,
role.
Still Life (Talking) begins
with "Minuano (Six Eight)." After an inordinately long and
boring introduction, the music
picks up, and is (surprisingly)
one of the best on the album.
''Minuano,'' which was written
jointly by Mays and Metheny,
exhibits an exciting touch of
compositional flair. Metheny
plays excellent solos, and Marcal's omnipresent percussion

Sua Sponte

Cats relllalll curIOUS; fine
fixings found at Spuntino
by Dino Velez
Features Editor
English
Maintain Cuteness

After spending the last few
months atop the U.K. charts,
Curiousity Killed the Cat, enters the States with an LP entitled, Keep Your Distance. The
album follows the light, white,
R & B based sound of bands
like The Style Council, Level 42
and Simply Red.
The singles, "Misfit" and
"Down to Earth", have received
a lot of exposure because they
follow the (now) standard British interpretation of American
Black music. On the rest of the
material, Curiousity Killed the
Cat gives the listener some excellent studio work and good
horn arrangements probably
inspired by Sly and the Family
Stone.
Overall, these cats have managed to lay down some nice
sounds, but they suffer from the
lack of a gutsy singer like Mick
Hucknall of Simply Red. Will
they make it here in the U.S.?
Of course, they have a "nice"
look and sound, which all adds
up to a pleasant package and
good sales figures.

Espresso Love
Spuntlno
Located at Van Ness, between
McAllister & Golden Gote.
Hours: 7am-llpm, later on Fri.
& Sat. Closed Sun.
Cash only.
Full Bar.
The slogan inside Spuntino,
"Chi puo vivere senza uno
Spuntino?" (Who could live
without a Spuntino?), says it
all. Since first visiting the Italian style express cafe last
Spring, I haven't been able to
live without it.
On foggy mornings, the fine
selection of coffee drinks and
fresh pastries warm up even
the slowest of risers. If one
doesn't have to do anything or
be anywhere, the large windows
facing Van Ness afford views of
the diverse Iifeforms moving
around the Civic Center area.
At lunch, the pace picks up
and the express nature of Spuntino really shows its wares. The
kitchen quickly turns out Italian style individual pizzas and
calzones cooked in an authentic, wood fired pizza oven. The
Quattro Stagione (Four Season)
for $4.75 offers artichoke, prosciutto, mushrooms and of
course, mozzarella . For the
same price, one might prefer a
Cal zone filled with pepperoni.

spinach, and rich fontina and
ricotta cheese.
Spuntino also serves excellent
panini (sandwiches) in the
same price range. The Spuntmo
has grilled chicken in a light,
interesting sauce, with some rigatoni on the side. The bread
comes straight from the bakery
on the premises, and they also
make terrific gri.s;sini (breadsticks).
After lunch, the pace slows
conSiderably, and Spuntino offers Italian sodas and gelato to
help one procrastinate every
project imaginable. On the other hand, the relative quiet and
relaxmg music make the cafe
an enjoyable place to study.
In the evenings, many of the
patrons of Civic Center events,
such as the symphony and the
'opera, visit Spuntino for a lIght
snack because of its close proximity to Davies Hall and the
Opera House. The full bar helps
make Spuntino a full-time
gathering place for friends and
people who just like to watch
people.
Overall, Spuntino's food isn't
a wonder of the world, but it is
authentic and inexpensive .
Spuntino merely acts as a
pleasant oasis in the de ert between 200 McAllister and Van
Ness.
-
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keeps the song from ever becoming dull.
The second selection, "So
May It Secretly Begin," displays Metheny's innate ability
to create superb harmonies. A
ｳｯｾ＠
composition by Metheny,
thIS piece exhibits Metheny's
guitar work at its emotional
best.
The third selection, "Last
Train Home," is probably the
worst piece of music in the set.
The rhythm completely clashes
with the harmonies, and the effect creates nothing more than
a grating cacophony. It's a
shame
this
monotonous
rhythm, which I suppose is
meant to emulate a rapidly
moving train, pervades the
piece, because the harmony
standing alone would provide
an enjoyable piece of music.
Side two begins with "(It's
Just) Talk" which, although not
outstanding, fits well within the
framework of this album. The
percussive vocalizatIon, which
provides the background of this
tune, makes the piece worth Iistenmg to by itself.
Following "<It's Just) Talk," is
undoubtedly the best selection
on the album, ''Third Wind."
Metheny gives the members of
the band broad license to
stretch out on this piece, and
they take full advantage of their
opportunity. Marcal's percussion work is everywhere, and
includes some solid runs on a
set of timbales. Mays, whose
keyboard at one point sounds
like steel drums, provides some
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excellent solos. Even Wertico,
the drummer, lets loose and
shows his fine potential.
Metheny, however, by far outshines the others on ''Third
Wind." He plays technically extraordinary solos. Where any
other guitarist would falter in a
solo lastmg longer than thirty
seconds, Metheny plays for a
number of minutes without allowmg the listener's interest to
abate.
Unfortunately, ''Third Wind"
is followed by two short pieces
which seem to be no more than
filler music. "Distance" is an
ambient piece which conveys to
the listener an image of a still
life picture, though not a very
good one. "In Her Family," a
piano piece written by Metheny
and played by May is, simply
stated, trite and uninterestmg.
As a whole , this album
doesn't challenge the listener
intellectually, however, it is
emotionally stimulating and
technically superb. "Minuano
(Six Eight)," "So It May Secretly Begin," and ''Third Wind."
represent Metheny's fUSIOn
work at its best. Although not
everyone appreciates Metheny's
work (one critic even called his
music nothing more than "art
deco muzak") his technical ability, complemented by the technical abilities of those around
him, and his ability to compose
superior harmonies, make him
an excellent artist. For the fan
who enJoys ｍ･ｴｨｾｮｹＧｳ＠
fusion
works , StiLl Life (Talking)
would make a fine addition to a
collection.

On the Docket
The Barristers Club of
San Francisco presents "Can
I Do It Without a Lawyer?"three free presentations on
common legal problems for the
general public. Speakers will
discuss how people can help
themselves , when a lawyer
should be contacted, and helpful community resources when
problems arise.
All programs are free and
open to the public. The series
will be of particular interest to
anyone afraid of the high cost of
legal adVice, the elderly, minorities, welfare recipients, illegal
immigrants and their employees, and anyone without easy
access to legal aid.
Workshops will be held in the
following areas of law:
Landlord-tenant law' Wed.,
Oct. 14. 6:45-8:30 p.m .. Lune
Room. San Francisco Public Library, Mam Branch. Panelists
will include Denice Stephenson
of the Old St. Mary's Housing
Committee; Alicia Wicks, Ef'q ..
of the S.F. Rent StabillZation
Board ; and Kirk B. Freeman,
Esq., a sole practictioner.
Small ClaIms Court: Mon.,
Oct. 19, 6:30-8:30 p.m. at City
Hall, Dept. 3, Room 389 (courtroom of Judge Quidachay).
Panelists will include Hon .
Ronald Quidachay, Judge, S.F
Municipal Court; Jeanne Stott.

Esq., S.F. Small Claims Court
Legal AdVisor; and Robert Gyemant, Esq., Judge Pro Tern , S.F
Municipal Court
Small Business Owners and
Compliance with the New Immigration Law: Sat. Oct. 24, 10
a.m.-12 p.m. at the Women's
Building, 3543 18th Street, 2nd
Floor, San Francisco. Panelists
include William Hing, Esq.,
Professor of Law, Stanford University and Director, Immigrant
Legal Resource Center; Ignatius Bau, Ef'q., of the San Francisco Lawyers' Committee for
Urban Affairs; and Edith Adame, Esq., of the Instituto Laboral de la Raza.

On the DoclU!t is a monthly
hstzng of noteworthy events,
on and off campus. 1b place
a notice, type or wnte the
text, leaving one blank line
between each text line, and
place in the HLN box in the
SIC
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From the Bench

Compromise is
key to Tower
gym deadlock
Once again plans to renovate the gymnasium in the basement of
McAllister Thwer have stalled. This delay comes as no great surprise considering that plans to refurbish the gym have been on the
table for a long time.
Everybody seems to think that fixing up the gym is a great idea,
but nothing ever gets done about it. We have seen studies, plans,
and resolutions, but we have yet to see any positive action.
What are the reasons for this??
Directly above the gymnasium in McAllister Thwer is an enormous unused hall. Architecturally stunning and Gothic, the "Great
Hall," as it is aptly called, is also presently unusable. The city has
benevolently offered to raise the roughly seven million dollars it
would take to renovate the Great Hall into a performing arts theatre capable of seating 700 people.
Not surprisingly, there are a few strings attached-to wit, building an experiTfl-ental "black box" theatre and dressing rooms in the
area that now contains the run-down gym. The city has indicated
that it would not be interested in the Great Hall project without the
black box theatre.
Of course, Hastings is not in the position to spend seven million
dollars for a theatre. So the problem is whether to serve the community with an impressive theatre or serve the students with a
much-needed gymnasium .
There are persuasive arguments for each side. The Great Hall
would provide needed fine arts theatre space. Furthermore, it
would ostensibly extend the Civic Center area, forcing the city to
acknowledge the dilapidated Tenderloin . Hastings, by virtue of its
Tenderloin location, would automatically reap the benefits of such
recognition . The theatre space would also, presumably, be available
to Hastings for lectures and other scholastic functions.
The argument for the gym is rather obvious. Hastings students
desperately need some form of athletic facility. As we all know, a
healthy body is an integral part of a healthy mind. We do have
access to facilities at UCSF, Berkeley and the YMCA (at a price);
yet traveling to UCSF or Berkeley is inconvenient and time consuming (a primary consideration for hard working law students).
And not to take anything away from the YMCA, it is really not
much to get excited about.
Some have suggested that the McAllister Tower gym would be no
more than a place to "shoot hoops." This is simply not true. A
gymnasium has many athletic possibilities- volleyball, aerobics,
gym hockey, indoor soccer, and badminton-to name only a few.
It has also been argued that the gym would only be of practical
use for the 300-plus students who live in the Tower. This theory
seems to rely on the misguided notion that non-Tower residents
would not use the gym. An athletic facility less than one block from
the center of campus would benefit all of Hastings . To dismiss the
gym as not benefitting enough Ｎ ｾｴｵ､･ｮｳ＠
is simply shortsighted.
Furthermore, the plumbing necessary for showers and locker
rooms is, to a large extent, already in place. These fixtures would
allow for the construction of showers and locker rooms in the fu ture. Rome, too, was not built in a day_
But before we throw up our hands in exasperation over this apparent dilemma, there is a solution which would allow for the renovation of both the gym and the Great Hall _
A significant amount of unused space lies behind the gyumnasium. This area is large enough to contain both the black box theatre and the dressing rooms.
The Board should direct the project architect to develop plans
based on this compromise, and present the proposal to the city as
soon as possible.
The could arrange for the financing of the Great Hall and black
box theatre, the students could renovate the gym, and everybody
would be happy.
Now let's see if something will come of it!
•

• Issues

• Letters

Letters to the Editor
Letters are accepted from
anyone but must be typed or
legibly handwritten doublespaced. Letters should be
clearly marked as such and
must bear the writer's signature, name and telephone

number. Frequent or lengthy
contributors will be limited
to ensure that a forum is
available to everyone. We
cannot print letters without
signatures, but names will be
withheld upon request if the

circumstances warrant such
action. Letters do not represent the opinion of the Law
News, its staff, or Hastings
College of the Law.
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Corking Bork
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
two items in last month's Law
News.
First, I object to the publication-as a "public service"--of
an advertisement exhorting
"guys" to "register with [the)
selective service_"
Second, I wish to reply to last
month's column entitled "Bork's
foes hypocritical_" First, I think
it telling that the author chose
to challenge the tactics of those
who oppose Judge's Bork's nomination-not their substantive
claims. Second, I think the author misunderstands the problem many of us had with last
year's campaign to unseat various California Supreme Court
justices. That campaign involved politics, in the very worst
sense of the word: demagog-

uery, misleading of the public,
exploitation of crime victims in
campaign commercials, and the
raising of millions of dollars in
the name of defeating an
"anti-business" court while
simultaneously raising millions
of votes in the name of a completely different crusade: defeating an "anti-death
penalty" court.
Quite aside from the dishonesty of the anti---eourt campaign, many of us questioned
the involvement of any type of
politics in such a retention election. In contrast with the original appointment of a judge-clearly a political matter from
beginning to end-the retention
of a sitting judge is intended to
depend on competence, not on
his or her ideological persuasion; one of the many failings of
last November's campaign was
this failure to address any justice's competence (other than

introducing such irrelevant concerns as lack of experience at
the time of appointment, which
had been many years before).
The purpose of keeping politics out of retention elections is
clear: the invariable result of
retaining judges on the basis of
ideology is a court which disregards precedent and constitutional constraints in deference
to public opinion polls-in effect giving us two legislative
bodies.
In contrast to retention elections, however, judicial appointments are based on both
competence and politics; while
few challenge Judge Bork's
competence, in the sense of
pure intellect, it is our rightand the Senate's duty-to challenge Judge Bork on the basis
of his politics. Even this country's recent trend toward the
right has not brought the macontinued on page 11

Classroom hissers
should learn to advocate
by Gary Brozio
Upon entering Hastings last
year as a first year student, the
last thing I expected to encounter was hostility in the class
room. I knew of the dreaded
"Socratic Method," but that was
to come from the professor. I
did not anticipate hostile fellow
students.
What I experienced was unwarranted laughing, hissing,
booing, looks of disgust and the
like. Often it seemed as though
any comment I made not carefully tailored to the moderate
political left was systematically
rejected. Why was this happening in law school where the exchange of ideas is so important?
Essentially the phenomenon
occurced as the result of strongly held personal political beliefs. The defense of those
beliefs, however, did block the
exchange of ideas. More disturbing was the realization that
such arguments would not always win in court.
As law students, we are
trained to be advocates, and

need all relevant arguments
available in our arsenals. We
also need to anticipate our adversary's arguments. However,
advocacy does not include interjection of personal belief. We
are being trained to represent
clients, not ourselves.
Last year I gradually withdrew from participation in class
as a result of negative peer
pressure_ This year I have
again begun to ask questions,
to clarify points, to beg to differ
with a student or an instructor,
and, above all, to advocate a
point of view missing from the
class discussion, even if it is not
my own!
Two things changEid my mind
about class participation, and
several to enforCtJ a critical
point: lawyers adwcate. First
was a long, difficult summer of
work in plaintiff's medical malpractice. Never have I written
so much that I did not personally agree with as I did last
summer. Yet, most of my motions won. Often I did not believe in what was being
requested_ Nevertheless, I argued the law, and then argued

it again. When I finished, the
partner I worked for sent me
back to the books, armed with
new, sometimes unbelievable
possibilities. And the motions
won. So much for personal belief.
The second influence was the
book Conscience of a Lawyer.
The book describes the dilemna
of a real attorney defending a
client in a murder trial. Near
the end of the trial, the client
confesses his guilt to the attorney but nevertheless expects to
be defended. The book deftly
analyzes the role of an attorney
in our system of justice. It
stresses that lawyers are adwcates-within certain limits
and not without difficultiesbut adwcates nonetheless.
I encourage students to recognize the lawyer's role of advocacy, and encourage the
practice of it, especially in
class. Learn to argue with fellow students and the professor.
Reserve passing judgment and
inteljecting too much personal
belief. Instead, listen, think.
and argue. What you learn may
•
one day win your case!

---
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Womens view

Women still struggling to advance in firms
by Julianne Sylva
(In response to the growing
number of women in law school
and the legal profession, and
the unique problems faced by
women working in law firms,
the Law News commissioned
this column devoted to the wide
spectrum of issues and concerns
encountered by women in the
law. - Ed.)

A recent article featured in
the San Francisco Examiner
outlined the problem that many
women in the law are facing:
they aren't advancing as quickly in the larger firms in San
Francisco as they should be.
Examiner staff writer Paul Farhi reported that women in private practice now comprise just
6 percent of the partners in private firms. In comparison,
about 20 percent of all male
lawyers are partners in private
firms. Farhi reports that this 6
percent is paltry when considering that 15 percent of the nation's lawyers are now women.
In a recent meeting, a sub-

committee of the California level, the place most senSItive to
State Bar Committee on Wom- the inilux of women in the legal
en in the Law sought to deter- profession.
mine what barriers to
advancement women lawyers
The American Bar Associamust hurdle to reach the equal tion Law School Division restatus of their male counter- cently
established
a
parts. Louise A. LaMothe, in an Commission on Women and Miarticle featured in the Septem- norities in the Profession to
ber issue of the California Law- evaluate the legal profession
yer, attributed one cause of the and it's educational system.
slow advancements to the dif- The Commission will suggest to
ference in perceptions of male law schools means by which
and female lawyers. Some of the they can implement changes in
their school to better serve the
problems women lawyers face
include: trouble finding profes- interests of women and minorisional mentors, lack of accept- ties in the profession. This comance by some clients, and their mission met at the August
exclusion from male culture A.B.A. meeting for the first
which hinders client develop- time. At this meeting it developed a stratagem for balancing
ment.
the racial and sexual inequities
All of these problems ad- prevalent in the legal educatIOn
versely impact a woman's ad- system . There are several
vancement in the profession. things the Hastings community
Unfortunately, LaMothe re- can do to help promote adports, many male partners vancement of women in the leseem unaware of the hindering
effects of the system as it exists
tQday. This writer suggests that
it is time to recognize these
trouble spots and to move to
remedy them at the law school

Glasnost by the Board?
We'd rather have honesty

Student AIDS patient
wrItes open letter
Q: Where do men like Ivan
Boesky come from?
A: From institutions like
Hastings.
A scandal involving a prominent member of the Hastings
Class of 1987 has yet to come to
light. Closed disciplinary hearings were held, oaths of confidentiality were taken, deals
were cut and records were
sealed. The details may remain
forever murky, but the lesson
should not be lost for it is symptomatic of our generation. The
fable goes something like this:
Last year the incoming treasurer of a Hastings student organization received a bank
statement which showed that
the organization's account had
earned inexplicably large interest rates during the previous
year. Puzzled, she showed it
around and after some detective work it was discovered that
years ago the organization
(which is devoted to the promotion of international law) had
received approximately $7,000
from a private benefactor. The
trouble was that a Student, who
had been active with that organization in the two prior years,
had pocketed the money for
himself.
During his years at Hastings

tend the meetings of the Hastings Law As sociation for
Women. This group, formerly
the Clara Foltz Women's Union,
is under new leadership and is
planning on addressing several
of the issues discussed above. It
also plans to address some of
the needs and concerns of women on campus. Everyone is encourage d to attend these
meetings. For more mformation, please contact Barbara
Dickenson , Audrey Lynes s,
Lauren Smedley, or Julianne
Sylva vIa S.LC.
Women in the legal profession
have made great strides since
the United States Supreme
Court upheld a state law that
denied women the right to practice law a century ago. However,
there are still many areas that
need to be addressed and many
more that will arise as the
stream of women entering the
legal profession continues.

Ipse Dixit

RUMBLINGS

by Sinistro Publius

gal profession . Hastings
students can help by evaluating
firms that participate in the On
Campus Interviewing process
as to their treatment of women
based on factors such as child
care, maternity or paternity
leave, number of female partners, and sexism on the job. Reports of these evaluations could
be made to the Career Services
Center so that students interested in these firms can do research to le arn of their
treatment of women. In this
manner, other students could
benefit from this shared information, and this reporting and
evaluating procedure could
serve as an indirect pressure on
some of the firms that engage in
disparate treatment of women.
Additionally,Hastings students
who are interested in improving
the advancement of women and
recognition of women's issues in
the legal profession should at-

by Chris PalerITW
Editor-in-chief

Glasnost on the Board
We have agreed to allow the
Board of Directors to comment
the Student was a tireless self- in these pages, from time to
promoter who, among other time, by contributing an inforthings, finagled for himself a mal letter. However, as an exsubstantial alumni scholarship perienced first-hand observer of
in recognition of his "dist;'!.- Board politics, I urge you to
guished service" to the 1.",
ｾ ｳｩｯｮ＠
as
view the Board's ･ｸｰｲ
tings community. He was the a public relations overture, and
president of a legal fraternity to exercise caution in your
and an editor of a law journal interpretation of what is said.
(but never submitted his note ).
From a genuine interest in
He ingratiated himself with a unproving its public image, and
top administration official, who by the suggestion of ASH, the
is no longer a top administra- Board appointed Director Chartion official , and when it hit the lene Mitchell to act informally
fan this Understanding Friend as a liaison between students
was sympathetic to the Stu- and the Board . Mitchell IS the
dent's predicament. The Stu- Board's junior member.
dent first claimed that he spent
She also is one of the six out
the money on the organiza- of ten Board members who suption-a tough defense when ported the re-election of Chairthere was nothing to show for man Dobbs at the last Board
it. He then remembered that he meetings. As we report elsewas holding the money for the where in this edition, four
organization and, by golly. Board members dissented, supwould return it immediately. porting Doc Etienne for the cruImmediately translated into CIal Chairmanship, and the
four weeks. The Understanding Board remains bitterly divided
Friend attempted to smooth the on many critical policy and hiswhole thing over and that was torical issues. Therefon!, any
almost the end of it. However, a declaration by Mitchell should
Lower Official (who was recent- be read critically in the light of
ly lambasted in this column) this division; her statements in
thought that wasn't right and no way represent unanimous
she demanded a proper inquest sentiment.
While I a ppreciate the
into the matter. The Lov.-er Official is not an attorney, but was Board's efforts to improve comnevertheless saddled with the munication by creating a liaiburden of presenting the case son position, I remain critical of
against the Student during a its methods. Indeed, a liaison
continued on page 13 would not be necessary if the

Board adopted an informal pol- Robert Kerley and Roger Hardy
icy of full disclosure and avoid- in closed session, citing Governed being secretive about certain ment Code § 92093. The Section
makes closed session optional
issues.
A case in point: at its Sept. for personnel matters, and I
25 meeting, the Board chose to daresay that If the Board had
debate the salaries and contract opted not to use a closed sesterms of s pecial appointee s
continued on page 15
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ich Bar Review
Doesn't Charge Extra
For Its Extras?
D Acourse
'c ertain bar review
which charges

ｾ

an extra $95 to $225
for its "multistate
workshop."
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Course

Kaplan- SMH Bar
Review Services which
includes a comprehensive Multistate Question Volume, 18 hours
of in-class Multistate
Question analysis, 2
practice exams, and a
Diagnostic Analysis to
identify strengths and
weaknesses, all woven
into an integrated
review course at no
extra charge.

Ask The Right Questions,
Get The Right Answers.
See your Campus Rep, or call:
STANlEYH.

KAPIAN"SMH
BAR REVIEW SERVICES
(BOO) 223·1782 (800) 343·9188

(415)
(916)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(702)
(408)

849-404464 Shattuck Sq. Berkeley
753-4800 204 F Street Davis
927-111520 Magnolia Ave. Larkspur
327-0841 300 Hamilton Ave. Palo Alto
546-410050 First St. San Francisco
329-5315 475 Hill St. #2 Reno
429-6524 1320 Mission St. #4 Santa Cruz

.
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Putting the cork
on Bark

First issue good
To the Editor:
I am full of praise for your
first issue. It is far superior to
my first; and, with such a beginning, I daresay that this will
be a highly successful year for
the Law News.
Keep after that pack of
thieves on the Board (and their
handmaiden in Student Services). If you persist long
enough, who knows, one or two
of them might end up in jail.
Once again, I congratulate
you and your staff on a job well
done.

continued from page 8
jority of us anywhere near
Judge Bork's views on such
subjects as equal protection,
due process, and the role of government regulation.
Furthermore, in addition to
the questions of politics and
competence, there is obviously
another consideration-that of
ethics. Pro-Bork forces, as well
as Judge Bork himself, are currently engaged in a misleading
campaign to sell the judge to
the American public as a "moderate"-to the point where
Judge Bork has taken to publically reversing himself on ideas
he has been propounding for
over twenty years. The fact is,
however, that Judge Bork is an
extremely conservative personality. As shown by a recent Columbia Law School survey,
Judge Bork sided with conservative causes in 90% of the controversial cases he heard as a
federal judge; in contrast, Reagan appointees overall-hardly a group of flaming liberalsvoted conservative only 69% of
the time.
If for no other reason, we are
entitled to challenge Judge
Bork on this ground-his dishonesty in selling himself to the
public in a way almost as brazen as the anti-court forces of
last November.

NO

At ｬ｡ｾｴＡ＠
toned
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La ..' Sell'S

then breaks the exams down to
fit the days that have been allocated for exams. You would
also have learned that the Records Office voiced an objection
to the abbreviated exam schedule with the Academic Dean's
Office when it became aware
that this was being contemplated by the faculty.

the Hastmgs Law News does
not forget this in the future.
Robert Deckelman, Jr.
Sr. Administrative Asst.
Records Office

Lawyer mystery
series to continue
To the Editor:

Records office
innocent
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authors usually do: I invented
rather than described.
This applies to my fictional
law students, as well. I used
types, rather than specific
models, which I think is why
(as Prof. Levine mentioned) one
still sees those types at Hastings.
I do the same thing in the
second Willa Jansson book, "A
Radical Departure." which Will
be out in February. In it, Willa
joins a left-wing law firm whose
practice has gradually shifted
from criminal defense of Yippies and draft resisters to copyright protection of their
fitness books and stock market
reports. I also have a non-series
mystery coming out in June
(it's thick with plotting lawyers,
tool.
Lia Matera '77

Still the largl'st selection of law books in Northern Cal!!
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The presidency

Black lecture
a surfeit of democracy."
continued {rom page 1
ious elements necessary for
In eschewing this English
complete judicial independence,
derived from her examination of tradition of a judiciary subserthe development of Anglo- viE:nt to the executive and legislative power, the Framers
American law.
These elements include, in established a more independent
addition to a fixed salary and judiciary. Article III, §1, which
life-tenure, freedom from all explicitly vested the judicial
elements of the governmental power of the U.S. with the juand political process, protection diciary, structurally established
from the litigants of any action, an independent judiciary. Dean
protection from suit arising Black interpreted the purpose
from any decision, protection of this provision as the attempt
from any reduction or altera- to prevent the legislature from
tion in judicial duties, and the "trespassing on judicial power"
prohibition of the promotion of and to ensure that judicial powjudges to higher judicial office. er was actually exercised by the
Further, she held that these courts. She expressed concern
freedoms and protections must that since the establishment of
exist as a matter of law so that these provisions, the indepenthey are not subject to change dence of the judiciary as an inby the political process.
stitution has potentially been
Emphasizing the historical eroded due to legislative adjucomprehensiveness of her sub- dication in which the legislaject, Dean Black noted that the ture
has
granted
to
"heart of judicial independence administrative agencies powers
is the desire for impartial j us- that are inherently judicial in
tice" and that this "goes back to nature.
the roots of mankind." However,
Black identified the 17th and
Dean Black found that the
18th Centuries as a crucial 1856 decision in the Supreme
time when people "awoke to the Court case of Murry's Lessee v.
undesirability of a judiciary Hoboken Land and Improve. subject to the pleasure of the ment Co., which held as Constiking." At that time, she noted, tutional a judicial action by the
the English feudal conception of U.S. Treasury Department to
the office of judgeship as private be the basis for an expansion of
property shifted so that this non-Article III judicial activiproperty right became subser- ties. This decision has been
vient to the public interest.
tempered by the 1982 decision
In this shift toward the public in Northern Pipeline v. Marainterest, Black found a tenden- thon Pipeline in which a dividcy toward substituting royal ed
court
found
a
control of the judiciary with Congressionally created system
popular control. She found that of bankruptcy courts to be an
the Framers of the Constitution unconstitutional use of Article
ultimately rejected such popu- III judicial power by the legislar control over the American lature.
judiciary by rejecting an English principle which allowed
Concluding, Dean Black
parliament to present the king emphasized that Article III of
with an address to remove a the Constitution was the Framjudge from office. Speculating ers answer to rejecting legislaon a reason for this accomplish- tive supremacy, and advised
ment, Black noted that the that "200 years ago we had an
Constitution could be consid- idea and 200 years ago we were
_
ered a "conservative reaction to right."
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Pray not for Pat Robertson
by Theodore L. Laufer

Executive Editor
Evangelical television is
great fun-fire and brimstone,
heavenly salvation, and the
ubiquitous 800 number ...
preachers descendants of
snake-oil men, cousins of P.T.
Barnum and graduates of Amway . .. and, lest we not forget,
the faithful throng. The kind of
people who believe in UFO's,
the Newlywed Game and ring
around the collar. Thoroughly
entertaining. So much so, in
fact, that one must pinch one's
self to be sure she isn't watching Saturday Night Live by
mistake. This can't be serious,
can it?
It's serious. On October first,
televangelist Pat Robertson officially announced his candidacy for the presidency of the
United States. Welcome to the
Age of Enlightenment.
Robertson's candidacy represents many things. It reiterates
the tremendous power of television as political tool, the malfunctioning of our political
process through popular ignorance and default, and the danger of personal demagoguery.
Robertson's operation is illustrative of the "televised
church." As a media entrepre-

neur, Robertson is a shrewd
businessman who does with
television what Hearst did with
newspapers--use the medium
as a tool of self-aggrandizement
and propaganda. Robertson
has, to his credit, created a
powerful machine. A 1985 Nielson survey estimated that he
was seen in 16.3 million homes
by roughly 27.3 million people.
His Christian Broadcasting
Network had 30 million subscribers in 1986. As the proprietor of an autonomous church,
Robertson has great license to
set his own agenda. When coupled with the televised means
to promulgate such a platform,
the potential impact is enormous. Robertson's candidacy
demonstrates that this potential has to a large extent been
actualized.
Despite Robertson's formidable media presence, in the final
analysis his power is only a
function of the number of persons who choose to listen to and
believe him. Herein lies the
problem. Democracy, or more
correctly polity, presupposes an
educated body politic capable of
rationally reflecting upon issues of the day. Without an informed political base, the right
to vote is meaningless and democracy deteriorates to mob

rule. The rise of Robertson, like
the United States' fall in economic productivity, is an indictment against, among other
things, the failure of our educational system to protect us.
against such a deterioration. If
Robertson is fit, in a Darwinian
sense, to flourish as a presidential candidate, we should take
stock of who we are and what
we have become. Ultimately, we
have only ourselves to blame for
his popularity.
Robertson, as a fundamentalist penta costal preacher, emphasizes the emotive and
miraculous aspects of faith. The
emotive goal of televangelism is,
according to one sociologist, to
exhort viewers "to a fervent religiosity." When confined to a
church, alleged skills such as
faith healing and speaking in
tongues are of only passing concern; they have no place, however, in a legitimate political
forum. Fundamentalist antiintellectualism can be paraphrased by "Reason is for the
few, emotion is for the masses."
Casting aside Reason breeds
intolerance. According to Robertson, ''The minute you turn
[the Constitution] into the
hands of non-Christian people ... they can use it to destroy
continued on page 14
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Bro\Vn supports student on Hastings Board
continued from page 1
islation to this effect.
Brown also stated that despite the problems of the current Board, it would be a "bad
idea" for Hastings to be directly
under the jurisdiction of the
U.C. Board of Regents, indicating that it was better that Hastings was removed from the
politics of the Regents.
Commenting on national issues, Brown noted that he had
just gotten off of a plane from
Washington D.C .. While in
Washington he spoke to "anyone who would listen" to discourage the confirmation of
Robert Bork as Supreme Court
justice, saying that it was
"scary to think that he could be
confirmed." Brown characterized as "twisted logic" Bork's
position that Fourteenth
Amendment equal protection
rights were intended to be limited to race. He chastised Bork
for his position that the oneman-one-vote principle (such as
that laid out by the Supreme
Court in Baker v. Carr) was not
consistent with the Constitution, saying that if Bork had his
way it would be very difficult
for him (Brown), and other individuals of his color, to hold
elected office. He expressed disappointment that there were
"no intellectual giants" on the
Senate Judiciary committee
conducting the confirmation
hearings and singled out Senators Biden and Kennedy as
being unimpressive in questioning.
Regarding Biden's exit from
the presidential race, Brown
said that "Biden isn't presidential material, but Gary Hart
is." Brown asserted that he personally found nothing wrong
with an elected official engaging in womanizing. He predicted significant electoral success
by Jesse Jackson, implying that
Jackson may be the next president of the U.S. Brown foresees
that the race for the Democratic
nomination will narrow down to
a "Big 3" consisting of Jackson,
Massachusetts Governor MIchael Dukakis, and Missouri
Representative Richard Gephardt.
Brown agreed that he would
make a great mayor of San
Francisco when encouraged by
a member of the audience to
run for that office. He said that
there is "no higher honor in
public service" than to be elected as mayor of one's town, but
that he did not want to have to
deal with the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors. He criticized the members of the Board
as "playing full-time to the
press" and said that "petty ego
problems" prevented the Board
from making meaningful policy
d,·(,osion. Despite his public
JpllVr ur .\, ';.,'11 .:. his col-
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impressed with any of the candidates currently running for
the office.
The Speaker, a native of Texas but a longtime San Francisco resident, found that the city
does not have the vitality that
it had 20-25 years ago, and
blamed a lack of public leadership. "A lot of San Francisco
died with George Moscone,"
Brown said, referring to the
late mayor who had been a
longtime political ally of Brown.
Taking a position that may
have surprised many liberals,
Brown declared his support for
the controversial plan for stationing the battleship U.S.S.
Missouri in the San Francisco
Bay. He predicted that it would
fuel a "San Francisco renaissance."
Brown also deplored what he
saw as a decline in the North
Beach area, saying that it needed to be more like Greenwich
Village. He did praise what he
sees as new vitality in the
South of Market area. Brown
contends that San Francisco
needs to have the diversity and
vitality intrinsic to a city. Apparently criticizing conservative homeowner groups which
have been active in San Francisco politics, Brown said that
San Francisco ought to be able
"to engage in sin without difficulty" and that "a city is where
you live close together.. .it's not
supposed to be a place where
you barbeque out in your backyard .... "
These statements form a
classic contrast in personalities
between Brown and his foremost politIcal opponent, Governor George Deukmejian, a lowkey conservative who is often
characterIzed as the type of guy
who you find barbequemg in hIS
suburban back yard.
Brown was particularly enthusiastic in his comments on
the joys and the drawbacks of
holding elected office. He described the opportunity to have
an opportunity to affect the
public policy process as "mcredible," but noted that the intense public scrutiny and
invasion of privacy that accompanied life as an elected official
can be a serious drawback.
Brown became active as a reformer in San Francisco politics
after graduating from Hastings
as the only black member of his
class. He was first elected to the
California Assembly in 1964
when he defeated the incumbent who was heavily backed by
then-Speaker Jesse Unruh .
Brown's power and influence increased steadily while he was
an assemblyman. He was first
elected Speaker of the Assembly during a hotly contested
battle in the 1979-80 legislative
session. Having held thIs position ever since, he holds the
record for havin'" t' e lr.nge-I
tenure as Sf'"

<fOwn

was

mdlnot

Having entert. _,).
.l .)
as a political outsIder, Brown

cast the first vote agamst Unruh as speaker. Unruh, who
was known as "Big Daddy" for
both his stature and the power
which he yielded over the Assembly, is legendary in the annals of California politics for
his maxim that "money is the
mother's milk of politics," and
for his ability to amass the support and money of special interests. Ironically, Brown has
proven to be an incredibly effective speaker by adopting and
expanding many of the methods
that Unruh used to wield power
in the Assembly. Brown exercises a great degree of control in
establishing the legislative
agenda of the Assembly, and
has proven to be a champion
raiser of funds which are used
to help finance the campaigns
of Democratic incumbents and
candidates backed by Brown.
Brown's effectiveness as
Speaker and his colorful personal style have also made him
a legend in California political
lore. While he did not go into
politics for the money, he has
certainly appears to have done
well by it. His lavish lifestyle is
frequently commented on in the
media. Perhaps the best symbol
of Brown's boldness and conspicuous consumption is his
flashy red Ferrari sportscar.
Members of Phi Alpha Delta
waiting to greet him were surprised to see that rather than
arrIving with a entourage of
aides, Brown chauffeured himself to Hastings in his Ferrari.
Particularly illustrative of
Brown's ability to influence the
legislative process, in a pohcy
area dominated by various mterest groups, is the tort reform
legislation enacted by the California legislature during this
past session. Brown indicated
that the legislation was one of
his and the legislature's largest
successes of the most recent
session which came to a clo e
less than two weeks before he
spoke at Hastings. Brown further stated that Hastings students should be aware of it
since it would have a "profound
effect" on the practice of law m
California. He termed the tort
reform act the culmination of a
"12 to 15 year odyssey" through
the California legislature, alluding to the many times in
which such legislation has been
proposed, and the continual
failure of a variety of competing
interest groups to corne to
agreement on the legislation,
precluding its passage.
Sacramento insiders credit
Brown as being a driving force
in sustaining a senes of negotiations by the various groups
involved, which included trial
lawyer associations, insurance
industry representatives, and
groups representmg the medical profession and consumers.
It ｩｾ＠
reported that the final
PI' ｰ Ｂｬｾ＠
,.,.'<Irdl .... ｾ＠ t"te legt the
n IT
IL.6 It b .Uft::
It."glSIa hoe ses·
sion came to a close, during a

meeting which Brown reportedly attended, held in a private
dining room of a Sacramento
restaurant, Frank Fats. The
restaurant is a longtime political hangout, and is renowned
as a place where Brown and
other political leaders have cut
deals on important pieces of
legislation.
When asked if his political
ambitions included a plan to
run for another office, Brown
said that the office of Speaker of
the Assembly was the "best political job in California" and
that he "plans to keep it as long
as possible." Brown said that he
"loves" the office of Speaker,
that he "does it well" and that
it has an "outrageous amount of
power." He pointed out that
while the Governor has to be
accountable to all 26 million
Californians, the speaker is
elected to the Assembly by the
voters of his district and as
speaker by the 80 members of
the Assembly. He noted that he
actually only had "to play to 40
people" in order to garnish
enough votes to keep the office
of Speaker

Brown's predominant theme
in his message to the audience
was to encourage them to consider careers in public service.
He admitted that this kind of
career does not tend to offer the
financial rewards available in
more lucrative areas of legal
practice, and admitted that his
original plan when he entered
Hastmgs was to make a great
deal of money. But he found
that the lure and satisfaction of
having the ability to mfluence
the political process to be Irresistible. He also suggested that
there is nothing better than legal trainmg for work in the lawmaking process. Brown added
that a tremendous need exists
m the public policy process for
individuals with excellent legal
traming.
Brown's effectiveness in
shaping legislation, and his colorful and bold personality have
drawn him both vehement acclaim and vehement criticism,
but there is no question that he
is a Hastings alumnus who has
used hi s legal training to make
a significant mark on the laws
of this state.
-

Student patient
\Vrites open letter
continued from page 9
disciplinary hearing
The Student summoned all of
his manipulative skills and orchestrated a parade of "character" witnesses to testify on his
behalf. His vouchers included
other students, professors and
even a priest flown in from the
East Coast especially for the occasion. In the end the powers
that be meted out a Draconian
pUlllshment. a letter was
placed in the Student's academIC file. Apparently, one of the final official acts of the
Understanding Friend was to
remove that letter from the file.
Soon afterwards our law
school handed the Student a
document imprinted with the
words "Juris Doctor," and he
accepted all of the rights and
responsibilities which accompany that title granted from
this institution, and at that
magic moment he was transformed from the Student into
the Graduate.
The moral of the story: the
Graduate (my apolog.es to Dustin Hoffman) is now an attorney
on Wall Street-the milieu of
Ivan Boesky

......

The following 1S a letter reprinted in its entirety and requires no introduction:
A'lgust 26 , 1QS7
1.
..
In ｬ｡ｾＮＬ＠
JUly 1 ... ｾ｟＠ r
with AIDS. Consequent1j,

takIng a leave of absence this
fall semester. QUIte honestly, I
probably will not return to
school at all.
I am wnting you this letter
because I wanted you to hear
from me why I WIll not join you
this year for our second year I
know for many of you I am the
first person you know who has
been diagnosed with AIDS. But
I certainly will not be the last,
because this epidemic is
spreadmg so quickly that you
all will be touched and affected
by it again .
I would like to ask a favor of
you. I was motivated to attend
law school so I could help mInorities, gays and lesbians and
particularly people with AIDS.
I will never realize thIS goal. I
am asking you , once you are
practlcmg attorneys, to help
these people from time to hme
by doing pro bono work Some
of you will not want to do thIs.
but I hope that some of you will
do such work.
1 hope you will remember me.
I wish you luck WIth your second year. I wish I could be with
you.
Yours truly,
Chuck Hanson
,r
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towards the buJ Ller" of AIDS.
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St. Anth.ony center
needs volunteers

Clearinghouse helps link
public interest attorneys
with peers, clients

As we begin to see and to unSt. Anthony Dining Room is
reachinll' out to the young peo- derstand what is happening to
ple of the Bay Area and intro- the individuals who frequent
ducing them to a part of our the Dining Room, we gain a
community with which many wider perspective and a greater
have had little, if any, contact. sensitivity to their plight. And
People become more knowl- as we become more familiar
by Chris Palermo
edgeable about the world with the overwhelming probEditor-in-chief
through interaction with a mul- lems and ramifications of povtiplicity of people--different erty, we may also being to
Tucked in a corner of Mcraces, cultures, lifestyles, be- wonder about our own role in
liefs. Through interaction with relation to disadvantaged peo- Allister Tower, the Public Interthose who eat here in our Din- ple. We learn from working est Clearinghouse serves as a
ing Room, we become involved with these persons. We must link to the public interest law
and touch each others' lives. We try to understand what is oc- community for three law
are actually doing something, curring so that we can form schools in San Francisco and
instead of just standing on the some ideas, some visions of how the South Bay. Using the Clearsidelines talking about prob- we can work to make this a bet- inghouse, students can learn
lems and leaving others to deal ter and a more just world for all more about public interest law,
with, ignore or aggravate these of its people. One step at a join volunteer programs, and
time, and soon some of these work actively for many issues.
problems.
The Clearinghouse was born
For many youngsters, the re- young volunteers may be makalization that there exist pover- ing major decisions with regard in 1979 after a study commisty, homelessness and need so to poverty and homelessness. sioned by the San Francisco
close to home (and not just in Heaven forbid that they make Foundation revealed that while
third-world countriesJ-plus such monumental decisions public interest law practice in
the fact that they can do some- based on ignorance or indiffer- the Bay Area was active, it was
thing about it by participat- ence!
insufficiently funded and lacked
ing-can create the initial
St. Anthony Dining Room a method for sharing knowlmomentum for longer-term cre- opened its doors in 1950, and edge and experience. Respondative and corrective action. For has served over 18 million ing to the study, several
some, this may be the first step meals since then ... we serve ap- attorneys developed a joint projon the 1"oad to personal and . proximately 2,200 meals on an ect, involving law students and
community involvement and average day. We are a private, public interest attorneys, to opcommitment.
ecumenical agency, with no erate under the auspices of sevSt. Anthony Dining Room of- church or government funding. eral nearby law schools.
fers people an opportunity to Private donations of time and!
Led by Executive Director
work here and to see first-hand or money allows us to operate a Mary C. Viviano, who received
the reality and the results of number of programs, in addi- her J.D. in 1977 from the Unipoverty. Youngsters can join tion to the Dining Room, which versity of Michigan, the Clear-.
with athers who are working to serve the needy. The Dining inghouse was a shoestring
serve the needs of the poor, to Room is open seven days of the operation in its early years.
acknowledge the basic dignity week, from 9:45 in the morning
"Our main challenge was getof each human being and to un- until approximately 12:30 in ting funding," Viviano said in a
derstand and to eliminate the the afternoon. ' Students may recent interview with the Law
Rources of poverty. This person- work a shorter shift, if neces- News. "There were times when
al in-,olvemcilt. through partici- sary, during the week. Vol un- we went without pay," she said,
pation
enhances
the :eers may work behind the food noting that at its inception the
p.<::-.relopment of a social conline, putting food on the trays, Clearinghouse was funded alscience and an awareness of or they may carry the trays to most wholly by donations. Only
and responsiveness to human
the diners. Those who utilize recently have the Clearingneeds.
our services are a microcosm of house's financial prospects
Working with those in need our society-families and indi- brightened, although the future
leads to a better understanding viduals temporarily in distress; is by no means secure.
of disadvantaged people and frustrated job-seekers; the elFunds are provided by Goldopens our minds and hearts to derly; single parents and chil- en Gate University and the
the causes, effects and possible dren; the destitute and University of Santa Clara. Hassolutions relative to poverty. We homeless; the physically, emo- tings provides support services
see and care for these people as tionally and mentally disabled. such as supplies and photocopyhuman beings like ourselves, These are the people to whom . ing, as well as the Clearingbut shackled by adverse cir- we are reaching out, and we house's 110 McAllister Street
cumstances over which most ask you to join us and them by offices, all at reduced costs. In
have little or no control. Famil- volunteering a few hours of 1983 the Clearinghouse began
iarity helps erase divisions, your time to help others. -Just receiving money from the Legal
born of ignorance and fear, call Barbara Montagnoli at 552- Services Corporation, and in
which lead to inflexible preju- 3838, extension 143, for further 1985 it won a grant from the
dices. So there is no "we-they" information. Thank you.
state Bar's Legal Services
mentality... we are bonded by
Barbara Montagnoli Trust Fund.
our humanity.
St, ¥thony Foundation
But Viviano was an ideal per-

son to lead the Clearinghouse.
She grew up in Michigan and in
law school was active in public
interest and human rights projects. She arrived in San Francisco in 1977 and worked in
maritime pension law for two
years because she could not
find a public interest position.
Meanwhile, she did volunteer
legal services work through the
State Bar, eventually earning
its Award of Merit in 1979. She
joined t.he Clearinghouse in
1980 and has enjoyed the work
ever since.
The Clearinghouse became
prominent in the community
shortly after its founding by
tackling several groundbreaking projects. It published the
Directory of Bay Area Public
Interest Organizations, providing the first comprehensive listing of over 300 groups
dedicated to law and public service. The book is now in its
third edition and lists over 600
organizations.
Next on the agenda was the
creation of a newsletter, Impact, which reports on developments ane!. emerging trends in
- all areas of public interest law,
legislation, and administrative
proceedings. Recent changes
have broadened the scope of Impact, which now covers fundraising and management
advice, law office computerization, and achievements by
prominent public interest attorneys.
The Public Interest Computer Users Group provides a forum for technical support and
the exchange of ideas on using
and applying computers to all
areas of legal study and practice.
The group reduces "trauma
experienced by new computer
users at legal services agencies," Viviano said.
The Public Interest Employment Service, another Clearinghouse innovation, links
qualified, dedicated public interest activists with organizations seeking new staff. The
Clearinghouse also sponsors
seminars on substantive law

Pray not for Pat Robertson
continued from page 12
the very foundation of our society..... [T]he great builders of
our nation almost to a man
have been Christians .... The
people who h'lw ome into [our]
Ire ')ri 'l'''.I . • "il,,'...
'Uu) 11 (
.:1 ... 1. _
been bUilt uy l.,hr istians,

whether in universities, governm e nts or our own traditions . . .. The termites are in
charge now.. .and the time has
arrived for a godly fumigation."
p, I "'1 "n's vision is theocracy.
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prbuleru 01 Robertson the man.

He claims to have turned back statement of Robertson's former
hurricane Gloria from the Vir- colleague at Yale law school:
ginia coast through prayer, yet "[Robertson's] objectives in life
stashed his valuable statues in- were to make a lot of money
doors before the storm just in . and go into politics. It seems to
case. A former Reagan assis- mp tho I'· 'lbput what he's
tant rhat"" t4:izl'c! Roh",'
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and practical concerns of nonprofit groups. For example, the
Clearinghouse recently promoted a discussion of the impact
that the elevation of Judge Bork
to the Supreme Court would
have on civil rights. It was also
active in the fight against Proposition 63, the state Englishonly initiative.
A Public Interest Law Program is supported at Hastings,
Golden Gate University, and
the University of Santa Clara.
Participants complete a fouritem curriculum, including 12
units of electives selected from
a list provided by the Clearinghouse, 150 hours of clinical
public service, 25 hours of work
on a project benefitting other
Program students, and completion of a seminar given by the
Clearinghouse. Successful students are then eligible to join a
special graduation ceremony
recognizing them as a Public
Interest Law Scholar upon completion of law school.
Students also receive individualized counseling with attorneys on studying and practicing
law in the public interest, have
the opportunity to join discussion groups on law and practice,
and can meet public interest
students from other schools.
The Program also publishes
Public Interest Advocate, its
monthly newsletter.
In May 1983, the association
of directors of programs funded
by the Legal Services Corporation contracted with the Clearinghouse to provide a broad
range of administrative support
services through what is known
as the Coordination Project. In
that capacity, the Clearinghouse is working to help legal
service groups share resources,
produce materials of common
benefit, coordinate project and
litigation director meetings, arrange training for program
staff members, and distribute
information on key managerial
and funding issues.
State Legal Services- Trust
Fund monies are also used by
the Clearinghouse to extend the
services of the Coordination
Project to some 100 groups not
funded by the Legal Services
Corporation.
Viviano noted that the Public
Interest Clearinghouse is a dynamic local agency with much
to offer students who show committment. Those who participate in a peripheral manner
will benefit less, she said.
(The Publir ,
house is
;
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Glasnost

continued from page 1
quickly determined.
The protestors had received noThe incident marred what tices stating that the Board
was otherwise a businesslike would make a final decision on
meeting, and revealed the deep . the West Block at the meeting.
division between the two camps The Board noted that Pach's
on basic issues. As Lewenhaupt recommendation had been
noted, the Board has frequently drafted only a day earlier and
voted 6-4 on sensitive policy notice of the change was not
matters such as contract terms possible.
with Kerley, and negotiations
with the attorney general's ofCritics at Hastings expressed
fice regarding prosecution of frustration at the move.
Prunty.
''They're stalling again," said
Speaking in support of one faculty member who deDobbs, Mahoney read a state- clined to give his name .
ment noting that Dobbs' expe- "They're afraid the Supreme
rience ｷｾｵｬ､＠
provide continuity Court will affirm Laurel
of leadership for the College at Heights, so they've got to kill
a crisis point in its manage- time while it's on appeal."
ment. Mitchell said that the
The Board set spending limit
Board should "avoid the ap- for the study, but past studies
pearance of cleaning house," have cost upwards of $10,000. A
while Abascal down played the space-use study completed in
split voting problem, saying June cost the College $36,500.
that 5-5 votes had been common.
Current-year spending reCotchett promoted Etienne duced
as a compromise, saying that
Kerley proposed a spending
the Board should limit the limit of $14.6 million for the
Chairman's term to one year to current fiscal year, which ends
avoid burnout, but should allow July 1, 1988, although the LegDobbs to continue through Jan- islature approved spending of
uary 1988 while the West Block over $15 million. Kerley reportdevelopment plans take shape.
ed that adjustments were necSproul had harsher words for essary because the College had
Dobbs, noting that a split overestimated the number of
Board would make selection of out-of-state students who would
a new dean almost impossible. attend and pay higher tuition,
The retirement of Dobbs would causing a $383,000 shortfall in
be in the best interests of the revenue.
College, said Sproul, claiming
Kerley's report also noted
that if Dobbs did not step down that the College operated with
he would be "being a little bit a slim $30,000 surplus last
selfish." Sproul also said that year, but it included spending
retirement would be Dobbs' $46,000 for a campus alarm
"last, mightiest gift" to Has- system, a 5.7% salary increase
tings.
for faculty, and a 4% increase
for staff. The College will conKGO Building to be exam- tinue to reduce enrollment; it
ined again
accepted 400 first-year students
The fate of the West Block de- this year resulting in a total envelopment, scheduled to include rollment of 1,350.
a new building the size of the
The 1988-89 request, which
200 McAllister building, has must be debated and approved
been uncertain recently, smce by the legislature's finance
the a California appeals court committee before it becomes efhanded down 5 Laurel Heights
fective, includes another salary
Canyon (I. Regents. That case, increase for faculty and statT.
decided over the summer, sug- Kerley also recommended subgested that state developments mitting budget requests for
may have to be proven safe to $130,000 for library computer
the environment before Envi- equipment, including an
ronmental Impact Reports may $18,000 desktop publishing sysbe properly filed.
tem for library publications.
The cause was recently acAs reqUired by a May Board
cepted for review by the Califorresolution, Kerley also prenia Supreme Court. To prevent sented a list of all checks writthe West Block project from
ten in amounts over $10.000
stagnating, Special Counsel since the last Board meeting.
Donald Pach's recommended Several checks prompted comthat the empty KGO Buildmg ment from Board members, inbe considered as an alternate cluding:
site for the new development.
• $36,500 paid in consultaThe Board unanimously ac- tion fees for a space study of the
cepted the advice, ordering a KGO Building.
supplemental study to deter• $31,380 paid to the law
mine whether the KGO Build- firm of fuJpers, Majeski. Kohn.
ing could meet the goals of the Bentley, Wagner & Kane for two
planned West Block develop- months of legal work done by
ment. The Board agreed that Special Counsel fuJbert Kane,
the cost of refurbishment who is representing the Board
should not be considered in the in negotiations with the Attorstudy.
ney General over repayment of
misappropriated scholarship
In accepting the study, the monies.
Board again turned away a doz• $47,889 paid to purchase
en community representatives the campus telephone system
ｾｰｯｳ･､＠
to the development. from the lessor.
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• $27,960 paid to the Oakland firm of Crosby, Heafey,
fuJach & May to defend Hastings in multiple lawsuits
brought by disgruntled alumnus Gary Coutin.
Etienne expressed chagrin
over the costs of the continuing
flood of litigation from Coutin,
a low-income public interest attorney practicing in the Tenderloin . However, costs should
decline soon since an Alameda
County court recently declared
Coutin a vexatious litigant, who
must post a bond before bringing any new action.
Gym given top priority
The Board reviewed a favorable seismic study of the Great
Hall, located in McAllister Tower, and on motion by Etienne
agreed that building a gymnasium for student use should
have first priority in any further development of the Tower
Mahoney urged a cautious
approach, saying that construction could not be expected to
begin any time soon. He noted
that Board approval would be
required should any firm plan
be worked out with the city of
San Francisco, and that no concrete deadlines for the end of
talks have been set.
Tuition hike approved
Dean Daniel Lathrope proposed a 10% increase (or $64,
from $641 to $705 per semester) in resident student fees and
a 5% increase (from $4,290 to
$4,505 per year) for out-of-state
students attending during the
1988-89 school year.
Lathrope noted that the increases are permissible under
Senate Bill 195 which passed
the legislature in 1985 and was
Signed by Governor Deukmeijan. The bill has a twofold purpose:
to
equalize
fees
throughout the University of
California system. and to make
future fee increases gradual.
The law requires that students
have 10 months notice of any
fee increase.
The Board unanimously
adopted the proposals, which
will generate $215,000 in new
revenue assuming that the ratio
of resident to non-resident students remains unchanged .
Commencement speaker
nominees announced
Etienne announced the results of the Commencement
Speaker Selection Committee's
work. Fifteen nominees and
four alternates were proposed.
drawn from 24 names presented by students, faculty,
Board, alumni. and administration.
Nommated were, in order of
preference, William Brennan,
Thurgood Marshall, Mario
Cuomo, Jimmy Carter, Lewis
Powell, Sandra Day O'Connor,
Patricia Shroeder, Antonin
Scalia, Michael Dukakis, fuJnald Reagan, Ted Kennedy, Arthur Miller, Ruth Ginsburg,
Alfred Kahn , and Lawrence
_
Walsh.

continued from page 9
sion, the public would be better
served, and a liaison wouldn't
be needed.
Remember, the Board would
not have engendered community suspicion in the first place
had it not been so secretive last
spring and over the summer regarding the allegations against
former Dean Prunty. For those
unfamiliar with this continuing
soap opera, the Board kept the
faculty and staff entirely in the
dark as proceedings against the
Dean steamed along, thet:eby
annoymg and inducing resentment among many statT members.
Bearing that in mind, I respectfully submit that the solution to poor communication
between the Board and the
community is not to create a
slick PR campaign nor to designate a liaison, but to be honest, open, and frank In all
matters I call on the Board to
adopt this policy of full disclosure.

when composing subsequent
schedules. But I suppose my
Criticism-which directly resulted from your commentsdId have some Impact after all.
Unfortunately, that does not di·
mlnl.Sh the magnitude of my error, and I regret it.
In search of writers . ..
I must confess amazement at
the poor response we have received to our numerous pleas
for news writers, photographers, production assistants
and so forth. Some, to my con:
tinual bewilderment, have referred to us as "that Fascist
rag." Anyone familiar with the
inner workings of the Law News
knows that we subscribe to no
particular viewpoint on any issue.
However, our choice of subject
matter for stories is necessarily
motivated by personal interest.
If you feel that we are not adequately covering some interest
or group, do not just complain-volunteer to write the
story. Our need is great, we are
Widely read by students, faculty, and statT, and the power one
writer can wield is potentially
_
great.

Errata
From time to time any zealot
like myself makes an egregious
error in the course of writing 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
his column. Some try to hide
the error by deflecting or belittling the criticism; I cannot do
125 Hyde Sf
that in this case. In this space
DAVID'S
next to
last month I savagely and unBonk Of A meriea
FINE
fairly castigated the Records
OPEN
, ,,, ,
Office for the dismal state of the
a."",
•• 6 ",. ...
FOOD
,........
fall examination schedule. The
10 ....
...
Records Office is faultless, and
lar-ge S_leuion of O",.lity Oel;(ot eu.., lIe""
actually tried in vain to change ""VOIlITI. HOT aCOLD 'A"'DWICH[, INCLUDING
the schedule.
KNISH
.. IIIOSkl
.'1.5
rAlAr(l
T".OOU
In fact, the true scapegoat is
the faculty at large. The exam
'--"") VES
｛ｾ＠ .. "r;,,,o.
! CAPUCCINQ
schedule is determined by the
rLU_ 'II. CAKl.i. COOKI!..
Academic Dean after consulta- ｾ＠
,+0" JUST DESSERTS
tIOn With the faculty. Evidently
student welfare is not taken
into account. it is convemently
ignored, Just as It is disregarded by so many decisionmakers
here.
However, I have been assured
that the Academic Dean IS
aware of the unfavorable response to this year's schedule.
and will bear that In mind HlIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIlIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIlIIJi
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Hastings Happy Hour
Friday, October 16
Draft Beer $1.25
Free Hors d'oeuvres from 4 to 7!
Ninet"-six McAllister Street, at Leavenworth
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BAR REVIEW

IS COMMITTED TO HELPING UC·HASTINGS
STUDENTS IN LAW SCHOOL AND IN
PREPARATION FOR THE BAR EXAM!
Here are just a few of the ways how:
• LIVE BAR REVIEW LECTURES-Dur:ng the summer and winter BAR/BRI is
the only bar review course to offer live lectures in San Francisco and
Berkeley!
• EARLY-BIRD LECTURES-UC-Hastings students, who are BAR/BRI enrollees,
will be able to attend any and all "early-bird" substantive review lectures held
in San Francisco each semester. If you miss a lecture, you will have unlimited
access to audiotape listening of any BAR/BRI lecture in the new S.F. office.
• SERVICE-BAR/BRI will continue to offer the quickest and most efficient
service to UC-Hastings students. BAR/BRI's full time staff of attorneys is only
a local phone call away.
For further information contact one of your campus representatives listed below,
or call the local BAR/BRI 5an Francisco number.

* UC-Hastings 1987-1988 Representatives *
5'88

5'89

Cathy Niemiec
Craig Bloom
Maria Bondonno
Jim Brown
ShaiCohen
Jason Jungreis
Shira Kaplan
David Lui
Marc Liverman
El izabeth Newman
Cindy Schwartz
Tom Wootton
Cathy Roche
Paul Zupan
Tina Gray

Frank Watson
John Graff
Nanette Feldman
Dana McRae
Sharon Meieran
Mary Neumayr
Teri Prezant
Dion Raymond
Ellen Forman

5'90
Mike Miller
Kim Hallmark
Kari Erickson

BAR REVIEW

11801 West Olymp ic Bl vd. #7
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 477-2542

332 Golden Gate Avenue
San Franc isco, CA 941 02
(415) 441-5600

1407 First Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 236-0623

Local Sacramento
Phone Number
(916) 441-0677

